
The lost Temple
Chapter 03

Scio



Previously on „The lost Temple“:

Prof. Harrison has found a stone tablet speaking of
an old evil called Zermankai which can be assumed
to be a rivaling cult of the Adepts of Temptation
back in the day - a group said to have magical and
healing powers in some old scriptures.

Mikael – a young archeology student of Prof.
Harrison is thrilled to take part in this new discovery
but is soon met by Kessy, a girl claiming to be a
Zermankai. After some shenanigans with his
roommate Barbara, being confronted with real
magic and Kessy‘s demon form Mika believes her
and becomes her apprentice.

Left with a booklet about the basics of magic, his
task is to locate and get a magical artifact hidden by
the Tadepts. He has one week, otherwise, demon-
girl will probably rip him apart…



Mika has withdrawn to his room
studying the booklet Kessy left him.

Author‘s Note: If you are interested to dig a bit
deeper into the magic system of TlT, there will
be a separate PDF simulating this booklet.

Ether is stored in 
a wielder’s body 
and attuned to 
him or her for 

later use…

So… the Ether is 
an invisible energy 
that surrounds us 
and can be found 

within any 
matter…



And then I can 
use it to influence 
the Ether around 
me by using spells?

So… all I need to 
do is draw that 
Ether into my 

body…

And thanks to 
whatever Kessy

did… I can actually 
feel those Ether 
Threads around 

me…



Two hours of meditation, drawing in Ether, and visualization later…

I got it!

The Scio spell is 
used to analyze 

entities. Push your 
Ether into a target 

and withdraw it 
once again…



Scio!



Name: IKA Topstar XIG43

Age: 2

Usage: You can sit on it.

Weight: 6.3 kg

Material: Oak…

…

Okay… 
that’s kinda

unimpressive. I 
mean… I bought 

it… of course, I’d 
know…

This is actually 
working!

Wait a second!
There is no way I’d 

remember that crappy 
name! Or know its 

exact weight! Heck! I 
don’t know what wood 
that table is made of…



But I really 
should get 

some sleep in… 
It’s late!

I guess it could be 
a bit flashier… but 
this is just the first 
step. I’m gonna be a 

real fucking 
magician!

Unbelievable!
Magic really 

exists! And I’m 
learning it!



About half an hour later, Mikael
finally managed to fall asleep.



…You won’t 
wake up until 
tomorrow’s 
sunrise...

But his thoughts soon drift to a
certain „topic“…



Barbara!



There she was. Lying in her bed… with nothing on
but her panties, those big breasts, that I had just
seen in action some hours ago, out in the open…



Those big, jiggly 
globes of 

pleasure…



As I licked over those delicious
breasts…



Barbara‘s nipples grew while she stayed
deep asleep…



Until they were big and pointy…



And ready for
me to suck on…



Oh, 
Barbara!



Your boobs 
feel amazing, 

Babs!

Oh, 
fuck!



Oh, fuck, I 
love those 

Boobs!



I’ve covered 
those…

I did not cum 
that much in a 
very long time!

Oh, 
wow!



Round…

Massive…

Big…



Boobies!

I mean… it 
was a dream, 

right?
Oh, shit.
Drooled on 

myself there. 
That was… an 

intense dream…



Well. At least 
that was not a 
dream. It’s still 

working!

Which means 
I better find 
that artifact 

before my 
time is up…

Whether the previous sequence
was a dream or if Mika really
stood up to pay Barbara a visit
during the night is up to the
reader. ☺



Also, I need to 
get some stuff 

beforehand. It’s 
a ritual spell 

after all.

But I should 
probably train 

some more 
before I try 

that…

That second 
level of the Scio 
spell might help 

with that.

Oh, Barbara!
I… err… 
morning! 

*gulp*

Morning.



Hey, are you 
okay? You 
look pale.

I… yeah. 
No, dreams. 

Thanks. 

You slept well? 
Any strange 

dreams?

Just some… 
weird dream… 

I guess.

I… yeah. 
Sure… I’m 

fine…



But they 
couldn’t have 
been as weird 

as mine…

So, he had 
weird dreams 

too…

Barbara remembers fragments
of her „dream“.

Why’d I 
dream about 

something 
like that.

Doing topless 
jumping jacks 

in front of 
my childhood 

friend/roommate?



And 
then… this 

girl…

Hey!
You can’t 
just waltz 
in here!

Yes, yes!
I’m coming.

I’m not 
here for 

you.

*giggle*
Don’t you 

worry.



Who are 
you?

Just look 
into my eyes 
and relax.

Don’t worry 
about that.



I am your 
Mistress.

Ocavum!

Wha… Your 
eyes! What

are you?!



No… I will 
never… I…

Yes, you 
will. My 

little thrall.



Right now, you 
are nothing but 
my toy, do you 
understand?

There is 
nothing you 
can do, little 

girl.



All I wanted 
to do… was 
to obey her.

I felt my 
mind slip 
away…

I will 
obey.

I understand.

Yes, 
Mistress.



So, why don’t 
you entertain 

me for a while... 
Until he arrives.

You humans 
are so damn 

slow.

I fear I’ll have a 
bit of waiting 
ahead of me.

Good 
girl.



I will 
entertain 

you.

Yes, 
Mistress.



Do you like 
this thrall’s 

body?

Kneel, and 
get to work 

slave.



Anticipating 
the moment I 
could taste 

her juices on 
my tongue…

Not s spark 
of resistance 
inside of me.

I sank to 
the floor.

I will 
worship 

you.

Yes, 
Mistress.



That 
was… so 

hot…

Damn it! Am 
I into being 
dominated? I could do 

nothing to 
resist her…

I was so 
helpless.



Meanwhile, Mikael has made his way over to the university where we join him.

Scio!

So, he was 
talking like 

blabla…

*giggle*

Let’s start 
with those 

two bitches.

What better 
place to train 

these new 
powers…

Still some 
time before 
the lecture 

starts…



Name: Gina Emmerik

Age: 20

Relationship: Single

„Job“: Sports Student / Cheerleader

Trivia:

Gina has no real ambitions in life,

but she loves doing sports. She‘s

been following Stephany around

since high school and doesn‘t mind

following her lead as long as she‘s

having fun.

Gina loves sexual intercourse a lot

but has trouble keeping any deep

relationships. So she has gone

through multiple boy toys already

and masturbates at least 5 times a

week.

While she has only dated guys so

far Gina is very Bi-curious.

Height: 165 cm

Weight: 54 kg

Cup Size: B



Name: Stephany Stevens

Age: 21

Relationship: Boyfriend

„Job“: Psychology Student

Hobby: Cheerleader-Captain

Trivia:

Stephany is the only child of

rich parents. With her father

being out of the country most of

the time and her mother focusing

on her hobbies, she developed a

mean attitude and likes to pick

on weaker targets.

Stephany hates having small

breasts, but even though her

parents would pay for it, she

has not yet decided on an

operation. But she is still

playing with the thought.

She‘s together with Trevor cause

she thinks the football captain

is a prestigious catch. Also,

she is into strong muscular men.

She masturbates about once a

week.

Height: 173 cm

Weight: 55 kg

Cup Size: AA

Urgh!
Spare me the 

sob story. She’s 
still a bitch!



I’m in the library 
quite often… but I 
still know nothing 
about her… let’s 

change that.

Oh, and 
there is Miss 
Hendriks the 

librarian.

Scio!



Name: Norah Hendriks

Age: 41

Relationship: Widow

Job: Librarian

Hobbies: reading

Trivia:

Norah‘s husband died 5 years ago

in a car crash. Ever since she‘s

a widow and she plans to stay

that way – focusing on helping

students and younger folk, as

she has no children of her own.
Height: 167 cm

Weight: 75 kg

Cup Size: EE

Oh, man!
I just wanted 

some fun with the 
magic spell… Poor 

woman! 



Mikael sits down in the Auditorium
where the lecture is supposed to start.

Guess I can sneak 
one more in before 

the lecture… Always 
wanted to know 
what’s her deal.

Scio!

Huh?
Mika looks 

cheery. What’s 
up with him?

I love Runes and 
Translations. 

Miss Fortune is a 
great teacher.



Name: Elizabeth Rosto

Age: 19

Relationship: Single

„Job“: Archeology Student

Hobby: Archeology, history, reading

Trivia:

Elizabeth is trying her best at

studying, as, with her father

leaving some years ago, her mother

is working her ass off to pay for

her education. Elizabeth does not

want to waste her mother‘s

investment in her and aims for the

best grades in everything she does.

All of those efforts have left her

with little free time and no

friends.

What she fears most is that her

book smarts might not be enough to

prevail in life…

Height: 175 cm

Weight: 55 kg

Cup Size: A

So that’s why 
she is so eager 
in class. I guess 

it fits.



Wha…?
Gabriel!

Guess, I was 
just wondering 

what makes 
her tick the 
way she is.

Ah, whatever.
Some people are 

just like that. They 
need that feeling of 

knowing it better 
than you so they 
can rub it in your 

face.
Staring at 

little know-
it-all?

Yo, buddy, 
what are ya’ 

doing?



*whisper*
Oh, boy. Will 
you look at 

that ass.

I’m just glad he 
did not catch 
me casting a 

spell…

I guess he can 
not see the 

Ether lightning 
up…

Stupid boys! 
There are so 
many empty 

seats in the first 
few rows!



She is a great 
professor. But why 
does she dress so 
provocatively all 

the time…

Hey, that 
first one 

looks like the 
Scio glyph!

So, who knows 
what these 
runes stand 

for?

Alright, you 
folks. Let’s 

continue where 
we left off last 

time.



But first… 
one more…

Guess I 
should pay 

attention in 
this class…

Scio!

Oh, fuck!
That hurts!



Err… you 
okay, dude?

H…Headache. 
Give me… a 
moment…



Hey there, 
Mika.



You look so… 
powerful.

There is 
something 

different about 
you, today.



Oh, yeah.
I like that you 
like looking at 

me.

Like what 
you see?



Kiss me!

Come 
here, love.



Oh, 
Velia!

You’ve 
been sleeping 
through the 

whole lecture!

Dude!
Wake up.



She’s 
cute…

Nope…

Urgh!

What? 
No, way.

I’m 
awake!

LOL!
You are hopeless. 

Still can’t understand 
how you can fall for 

somebody just by 
looking.

You still 
haven’t talked 
to her, have 

you?

Dude! You 
talk in your 

sleep!

Dreaming 
about a 

certain girl?



Fuck! That was a 
nasty headache. 
Did I run out of 

juice already? The 
book said to not 

overdo it…

Dude, I could 
learn something 

from you. 
*chuckle*

That is, if you 
haven’t drunk 

enough already. 
Falling asleep 
mid-lecture…

Anyway.
You wanna join 
Jessica and me 
tonight at the 

pub?

And thanks, but no. 
I really dig into that 
new assignment… 

of… Prof. Harrision. 
Yes, that’s it!

I… just didn’t 
get any sleep 

tonight…



Oh, it might 
very well do 
just that…

Sorry, Gabe.
I really need to 

focus now on this. 
As long as the 

motivation sticks, 
you know.

Ah, whatever. See 
you around. If you 
change your mind 
give me a holler.

Nah, I actually don’t 
understand. Got no 

such ambitions. 
*chuckle*

Slacking off for 
a day on the 
assignment 

won’t kill ya.

Really, dude?
I’m telling you 

you need to live 
a little.



After saying goodbye to his best friend Gabriel,
Mikael contemplates the situation. Afraid to use the
Scio spell again too soon, he settles to go after the
clue Kessy or rather… Archibald… has left him… And
so he found himself walking over to the local
museum…



Where, as an archeology student, he is a known visitor.

Heya.

But I could 
not find it in 

the local town 
section.

I was told there 
was some new 
artifact from 
Prof. Harrison 

on display.

Hi, 
Amara!



Oh, yeah.
We put it in 
the Egyptian 

wing.

Okay.
Thanks for 
the info.

Errr… why?
It’s a local 
discovery.

Don’t worry. It’s 
just standing 

there. It’s labeled 
correctly. I made 

sure of it!

He wants max 
exposure. And the 

Egyptian wing is 
frequented the 
most by tourists.

Yeah.
But Prof. 
Harrison 
insisted.



It does not take long for Mika to find the display case in question. To an
archeologist, it‘s poking out like a sore thumb in the Egypt section.

Guess that’s 
what the orb 
in the middle 

is supposed to 
be…

But the 
plaque says 
it’s speaking 
of an orb of 

power.

Can’t read 
any of that, 
of course.

Hm… there 
are some runes 

engraved at 
the side…

So, that’s it…
Incredibly well 

preserved.



Having found his first clue, Mika is in good spirits
and since he feels okay again he dares to try the
Scio spell again – and it works without nausea.Well… it’s the best clue I 

have. I know it’s not allowed 
to take pictures… But I need 

a visualization aid for the 
ritual spell… and I can’t very 
well do it here… Alright… 

Nobody around…

Scio!

Found 
it?

Yeah, 
Thanks a 

lot.



End of Chapter 03

Name: Amara Kanye

Age: 21

Relationship: Boyfriend

Job: Museum Guide

Trivia:

Amara is an advanced Archeology

Student and assistant of Prof.

Harrison. To earn some money on

the side she works at the

museum.

Amara gets male attention for

her big bottom from time to

time, but she hates that and

turns any suitors down, as she

is in a healthy relationship

with her boyfriend.

Amara does not masturbate but

she has sex on a regular basis

with her boyfriend, about twice

a week.

Height: 169 cm

Weight: 57 kg

Cup Size: C

See you 
around.

Huge butt!



Thanks for reading!

Hello, Hexxet here.

So… Mikael got some private details on several girls in his
vicinity. Would you like to be able to do that? Walking around
and using Scio to learn some private details on the people
around you? Like a sexy co-worker, or the girl next door? Or
do you prefer to do it old school by talking to people? ☺

Mikael sure was enjoying himself there while leveling that Scio
spell. ☺

And of course, he also found his first clue! Let’s hope he’ll be
able to master the Secus Ritual (Level II of the Scio Spell) in
time to track down that artifact before his time is up.

A big thanks to all my supporters on Patreon who enable me
to write this! ☺

If you like my comics, you might consider supporting me on 
Patreon or buying my omics on Gumroad or Deviant Art:
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